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Everyone has stress from time to time. In fact, nature has designed your body to use 
the stress response to SAVE your life. You can see how it works effectively in wild 
animals. Either they get away from a predator by using their enhanced reaction to 
stress, or they get eaten! But for humans, stress has become a chronic response, 
mostly to imagined predators (such as bosses, bill collectors, spouses & relatives, 
public speaking, responsibilities and the clock). 

Stress is related to major illnesses like heart disease, stroke, hypertension and 
diabetes. And you KNOW that all those major problems can kill you. It can also cause 
back pain, headaches, tooth grinding, upset stomach and digestive problems, sleep 
disturbances that decrease energy levels.  

You may not realize this, but even overweight is related to stress! Chronic stress can 
cause obesity.Yes, overweight is a symptom of stress: eating comfort foods is one of 
the maladaptive ways that people respond to stress, and the evidence is a increase 
cortisol that also increases your waistline in the form of unhealthy belly fat!  

Chronic stress can make it difficult to concentrate, plays havoc with your memory and is 
is linked to depression, anxiety, mood swings, confusion, restlessness, irritability, 
insecurity and a host of other negative mental and behavioral symptoms. It can also kill 
your sex drive. 

"+AC#A9E+AA#P-.#,39+E-,,L#[@BB#L0G\#>G9#,GP]3,LC#^+10E+#39#]3,,A#L0GC#39#73?+A#
L0G#J-E.3.7#AL8X908A#9*-9#-E+#+_XE+AA+/#^L#L0GE#^0/LC#L0GE#
+80930.AC#-./#L0GE#9*0G7*9A4#Q0J+?+EC#9*+#,0.7+E#L0G#37.0E+#9*+A+#
A37.AC#9*+#J0EA+#9*+A+#AL8X908A#J3,,#7+9#F#G.93,#L0G#*-?+#N&#P*03P+#
^+P-GA+#L0G#-E+#+39*+E#`K'"#A3P]C#0E#/+-/\#

This is no exaggeration. It’s been estimated that 90% of visits to doctors’ offices are for 
stress related illnesses!  
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The good news is: YOU HAVE A CHOICE. Your perception of, and reaction to stress is 
actually under your control. But first you have to believe this, and take personal 
responsibility for changing. The first section of this report will explain how people try to 
explain away why stress, and their problems are not their fault. Many people think that 
taking a pill or drinking some tea is going to cure your stress. But believe me, that is just 
treating your symptom, NOT the cause. And you will have to continue taking those pills, 
for the rest of your shortened life. This report is telling you’re the truth that can save 
your life. It’s tough love.  

The final part of this report will give you effective immediate solutions that you can use 
to lower your stress level right away. But the best way to deal with stress is to prevent it; 
and I’ll let you know how you can learn more about the best way to change your 
perceptions to, and reaction to stress as well. 

 

97!2":;7<!
I have always been a “political” person, wanting to help others. I actually ran for City 
Council about 10 years ago, and came very close to winning. A number of years 
afterwards, the person who was serving in the position decided to leave his council 
seat. He had his representative contact me regarding the vacant spot. He had the 
power to essentially have me appointed to the position for the remaining term. 

My life had changed substantially by that point, and I was in a place that felt right to me. 
I was helping people in another way that felt important. I was happy and had different 
plans. The political world had changed, and seemed “ugly”, filled with blame, name-
calling and even attempted assassinations!  

However, I thought, “how can I let down my supporters?” There were so many people 
who donated money, and volunteered their time and efforts for me. I was unsure, and 
felt very conflicted. 

My body told me right away that something was not right. My digestion was off; I lost my 
appetite. Then I couldn’t sleep through the night; I tossed and turned from one side to 
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the other. Then the worst thing happened. I broke out with a type of eczema on my feet 
that made it painful to walk!  

Luckily, my daughter made me pay attention to the message my body was “telling me” 
in the most obvious metaphoric language. BODY LANGUAGE! 

She said: “You lost your appetite for politics”, “you are conflicted in your thoughts and 
feelings, and going back and forth, but going nowhere”, (that was my sleeping); “your 
feet are telling you not to make the move”.  

WOW- She was right! As soon as I thanked the Council Member and said “NO, thanks”, 
all my symptoms went away almost immediately! 

What is your body language telling you about what is stressing you out? How many 
people do you know who try to ignore what their body language is saying? How bad will 
you allow YOUR symptoms to get until you deal with the stress. Do you need to be 
literally scared to death before you are willing to change? 

I’m NOT blaming you for consciously causing an illness or dis-ease. But think of it this 
way: your subconscious thoughts are being EMBODIED (check out that word!) by your 
body language! Your body can’t lie. That’s why the great poker players can read a “tell” 
which gives away the thoughts they are trying to hide!  

2'!%&+=,!,+#3+!>1+5!(1*01*?!'4+!1(!@'4!#3&!%161*?!1*!+5&!%#*0!'(!A&*1#%B!!
Are you plagued with stressful events in your life? Do you spend sleepless nights 
worrying about how you are going to get out of a situation that is wreaking havoc in your 
ability to live the kind of life you want? Are you suffering from physical symptoms, 
including illnesses where you have sought treatment and medication from various 
medical professionals? Are you getting heavier from “stuffing your feelings”, and over-
eating comfort foods in an attempt to make you feel better? You may feel frightened 
about how you can go on like this and worried thinking about if you will ever feel better. 

.+=,!C'+!7'43!D#4%+!E!F4+!.+!.,!GH!"'!7'4I!"'4?5!8'6&!

I have spoken with so many people who tell me about how terrible their situation is, and 
how someone is at fault. And that may be true. But that was in the past, and now it’s up 
to you to live in the present as a responsible adult who makes his or her own decisions 
and choices.  
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Each one of us has a past that has shaped the way we view life, and how we respond to 
each situation. Unless you were raised by wolves, far away from humans, you learned 
these patterns from either your biological parents, or the people who raised you. And it 
was the same for the people who raised you. We are all part of a continuum of passing 
on what we’ve learned. You could have had a miserable upbringing that included abuse 
and or neglect. Or, you may have had a golden spoon in your mouth from your birth. 
NONE of that matters now in the present. 

Now you’re an adult. And YOU get to choose how to live your life. The past has passed, 
the only thing that exists is what is here and now. Do you want to continue to live with 
the beliefs that were established in the past during your childhood up to the age of 6, 
when you didn’t have an option to make decisions for yourself? Do you want to rely on 
the stories from your memory, and SHOULD’s that were instilled in you by the people 
who raised you, your schools, religious training, friends and relatives? Or do you want to 
choose to CONSCIOUSLY RE-CREATE YOURSELF in the here and now.  

"5&!;&%#+1'*,51H!F&+>&&*!2+3&,,!#*0!)5#*?&!!

It may seem that there is very little you can do about your stress level. You have certain 
responsibilities, obligations, and number of hours in the day. The truth is, you have a lot 
more control than you might think. Believing that you are just a pawn, and not the 
person in charge, is you making you believe you are a victim. Managing stress is about 
believing in YOURSELF and that you deserve better; taking charge and making 
changes of your choice. Stress is not going to magically disappear. You will have to 
decide and then take action to make changes in your life; either to manage stress or 
with a lot of personal work, you may be able to alleviate it entirely, in some cases. 

The truth is, you choose what you will allow to stress you. Although there are some 
major experiences that cause us all to feel stressed: 

o The death of a loved one 
o losing your job 
o getting divorced 
o being diagnosed with a major life threatening illness 

There are other stressors that people don’t find stressful, such as moving and change. 
That is about your attitude, or what you tell yourself about that event. Some people 
would think that moving to Hawaii is the most wonderful thing that could happen; others 
think it would be terrible.  
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J%1?*/&*+!
Stress is also caused when there is a disconnect between what you are thinking 
(judgment), feeling (emotions) and doing or saying. That’s when you are not “walking 
your talk”. That conflict between these internal parts causes you to feel stress. 

Your thoughts and feelings may be totally subconscious and unknown to you 
consciously. They were established by events that happened when you were very 
young, and you may be unaware of how these old unconscious patterns are controlling 
you in the present. This is a time when EFT (Emotional Freedom Technique- Meridian 
Tapping) or NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming) are great treatment strategies to 
break out of old patterns. You can watch my Youtube video that shows you how to tap 
on your hand, and I’ll be providing you with a fuller description and script at the end of 
this report. 

A'!7'4!K'*&,+%@!L#*+!"'!)5#*?&M!!

Some people are convinced that their world would fall apart if they made a change. 
People stay in horrible, or abusive or loveless relationships; keep jobs that are making 
them miserable and underpaid. But these same people are telling themselves: “at least 
I’m in a relationship, if I leave s/he would fall apart or even commit suicide, or….”.  Other 
people say, at least I have a job, if I leave I’ll never find another one. These people have 
set themselves up for failure with their belief system. And because they believe they will 
fail, why should they try? If they do try, they won’t give their complete effort, and will 
give up easily and possibly go back to the relationship with their tail between their legs. 
They have just fulfilled their prophecy. 

"51,!81(&!1,!C'+!#!A3&,,!;&5&#3,#%N!

Although people may believe in an afterlife, no one has actually come back to tell you 
that everything will be perfect there. So you might as well live your life like THIS is 
Heaven; and make the best of your life NOW.  
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So many people live their lives in fear. Much of the fear is about being judged by others: 
“What will they say? They won’t like me.” Your life is not about pleasing other people 
and living up to their standards and expectations for you. You are here to live YOUR 
life, to be yourself; not to live the life that others think you should be living. Their 
thoughts are only their opinions. What makes you think that they know what is better for 
you than you know for yourself? Do you want to have someone to blame if something 
they told you to do doesn’t turn out right? There’s no reason for blame anyway. If 
something doesn’t turn out the way you want, then it’s an opportunity to try another 
path!  

You have the ability to create a life that will bring us happiness, but if you are living in 
fear of taking a chance, you will not make a change, and then you have no possibility of 
success. 

7'4!O#*=+!?&+!+'!5'/&!H%#+&!1(!@'4!>'*=+!+#P&!@'43!(''+!

'((!(13,+!$#,&B!

 

I have found that there are people who say that want to 
change, and to get rid of stress, but for their own hidden 
reasons, they actually don't really want to get better! I’m 
going to ask you to listen closely, and see if I’m describing a 
pattern that you recognize in yourself. This is a time to use 
*EFT tapping to break through fears that are keeping you 
stuck in place, or procrastinating.  

Some people will go to friends, relatives, medical 
practitioners, ministers and anyone else who will listen to 
them complain and get sympathy. But they won’t get better, 
because they rely on that sympathy to feel loved and 

accepted. There is some part of them, that may be hidden from their conscious mind 
that is worried that if they are no longer a victim they will lose that love from everyone 
who has been giving them sympathy. 

These same people are unwilling to change because of the added attention they get 
from people who are "giving them a break", and listening to them with sympathy for their 
terrible situation. They are being "ENABLED" by family or friends, who are actually 
doing a disservice by not allowing the person to learn from the natural consequences 
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dished out by the universe for people who are not living their lives taking personal 
responsibility to change their lives to give themselves a chance to live a happy, 
purposeful existence.  

Furthermore, it will just take some time until the enabler as well, starts suffering the 
same fate leading to potential illness and unhappiness because they too, are living the 
“have to’s”, or “should’s”. The enabler will listen and advise, and give sympathy even 
though they are literally “sick and tired” of listening to the same old story!  

Some people say they are miserable, and have terrible physical ailments or illnesses, 
which they are totally convinced are because they are “sick”. They insist that this 
physical condition is NOT due to their emotional state.  

BUT, According to the American Institute of Stress 90% of all visits to doctors result 
from stress related disorders!  

I cannot tell you how many people are in denial that their physical symptoms are related 
to their emotion condition. They simply refuse to see the correlation between the two. 
However, those same people can definitely see how it works in OTHER people. Here 
are some things I’ve heard. 

• “Whenever their mother-in-law is coming over, they get a stomach ache. 
• Before having to speak in front of an audience they get diarrhea;  
• before going for a job interview they get a headache…, “  
• Why is it so difficult to see that the asthmatic attack that a person gets is related 

to being angry when people don’t do things the way you think they should be 
done?  

• Anxiety attacks are directly correlated to fear 
• Herpes outbreaks are directly correlated to stress 

This is not saying that you deliberately are choosing to make yourself sick like a 
hypochondriac (although some people do this as well). People don’t want to be sick, but 
many of them don’t want to change the way they are living. Many diabetics die after 
having multiple amputations because they won’t control their diet and exercise as 
they’ve been told to do. Your body is actually showing you what is going on in your 
subconscious mind!  
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A&*1#%!R!
There is another type of person who is in 
complete denial about their own personal 
stress. He or she will speak sincerely about 
the terrible situation a friend, relative, co-
worker or any other person experiencing 
with stress or stress related illnesses 
effecting the other person’s life. This 
individual might even have a good plan of 
action for their “friend” to deal with the 
stress. However, the speaker is totally 

unaware, seemingly oblivious that (s)he is speaking about him or herself as well! And 
(s)he is ignoring her OWN condition!  People are mirrors of each other.  The things we 
complain about in others are OUR issues. For many people, they simply don’t “get it”. 
They can see the behavior in another, but not in themselves.  

F&%1&61*?!.,!2&&1*?!
There are people who are convinced that their symptoms are just something that has 
befallen them. They go from doctor to doctor waiting for someone to heal them from 
their condition. They don’t understand the relationship between stress and illness. They 
think that they “caught” something, or a family history made them vulnerable. Maybe 
they were just “unlucky”. In some cases this can be true, but consider this: 

If you put 100 people in an airtight room, and put in a cold virus, not everyone is going 
to get sick. Some people’s immune systems are stronger than others. Have you ever 
noticed that you are most susceptible to illnesses when you are overworked, exhausted 
or “stressed”? So often I hear people say that they got sick when they could afford the 
least to do so! Well of course that’s so. You are so busy that you are not taking care of 
yourself, and your body just read you the riot act: it’s saying take care of me NOW! 
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2&%(R81/1+1*?!F&%1&(,!
Many people have self-limiting beliefs and 
insist that certain techniques such as 
meditation, and other “different” types of 
interventions “won’t work for them”. They 
make up their mind it won’t work, and of 
course it won’t because believing is 
seeing. I’ve actually had someone tell me 
that they’ve tried everything, and they 
know nothing will help them. There are 
people who are frightened to try something new because they are more comfortable 
with the devil they know.   

F%#/&S!25#/&!T!J*?&3!E!
Furthermore, some people get very angry at anyone who suggests to them that their 
stress, negative thoughts, anger, anxiety, depression and other feelings may be causing 
or contributing to their illness. In their minds they may feel that if this is true, that they 
are in some ways responsible for creating their own illness. This kind of person will 
generally believe that our allopathic medical system (doctors, surgeons, pharmaceutical 
drugs) are the only way to stop or treat disease. They don’t want to hear that there are 
many different paths that can lead to healing, and not all are prescribed by medical 
doctors with prescription pads.  

Most people don’t want to be ill. Most people don’t realize that their chronic negative 
thoughts and feelings and stress contribute to their illness, and that sincerely working on 
changing those thought patterns, and using alternative treatment can help them. But 
people who are angry and feeling blamed for causing their own illness are reluctant to 
try different approaches to healing. In some ways, if this alternative treatment works, it’s 
evidence to them that they were at fault in creating their own illness. It’s a vicious cycle. 
Once you take blame out of the situation, people may feel a little more open to try 
something different for healing. 

For me, it can be very frustrating to have wonderful friends and relatives who know what 
I do, but consider my practice to be “woo woo”. The fact is, I am very research based. I 
come from the old school of “show me the money” or “where ‘s the beef?”(you will 
understand this reference if you are around my age) I am constantly reading books and 
medical research, and look at who is funding and doing the research to see if there is 
bias in the reports. 
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.+!"#P&,!U(('3+!"'!)5#*?&!

For some, they say that they want to be rid of the stress and physical symptoms, but 
they don’t want to do the work to manage the stress. These people only want a quick 
fix: like taking a pill to make the symptoms go away. The prescribed use of anti-anxiety 
and anti-depressants, are on the increase and have become the fastest selling 
pharmaceutical medications.   

A'!7'4!A&#0&*!7'43,&%(M!
Other people choose to ignore their problems and think 
they will go away by themselves. Instead, they will use an 
approach to change such as vegging out in front of a TV 
set, eating, drinking or taking "recreational" drugs until 
they are in a stupor where they don't have to look at their 
lives, or by eating comfort foods until they have filled the 
emptiness in their soul. 

8'>!2&%(RU,+&&/M!
There are other people who don’t believe in themselves and have very low self-esteem. 
They have been beaten down by their upbringing; and have taken on the beliefs that 
they are no good, not smart enough, not attractive enough, or some other story that is 
keeping them from trying to change, because they “can’t”. It is NOT true, and there is a 
voice in your heart, which you can actually hear when you are calm that will tell you that 
you ARE good enough and deserve happiness. 

9#3+@3,M!
Other people feel like they have to, or must, or should be taking care of the world 
outside themselves first, and this is what they will naturally suffer because they are such 
a good person to others. They see themselves as martyrs and victims.  

If I have described you in any of the scenarios above, only by being completely honest 
with yourself and accepting this is the way you are dealing with your situation will your 
life ever change. Because a billion dollars can fall out of the sky at your feet, and you be 
still the same person you believe yourself to be: A Victim.   
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"'4?5!8'6&!

This is tough love I'm telling you. The worst lies are the ones you tell yourself. Have a 
HONEST heart to heart talk with your self. Speak as honestly as if you were talking 
directly to God (if you are a believer). You can even look at yourself in the mirror while 
you're doing this. If you are not telling the COMPLETE TRUTH to yourself, you will feel 
it somewhere in your body; your gut, your heart, your shoulders; somewhere the tension 
will express itself. You may even see it expressed in your face if you are looking in the 
mirror. Perhaps this exercise will bring you to tears. 

Get over the guilt about what you've been doing up to now. Throw away the blame at 
others, the world's situation. This is about YOU and the choices that you've made based 
upon what life has dished out for you. Unfortunately, there is no universal law that things 
will be "FAIR". The only thing you can control is your attitude.  

-!2+3&,,!2'%4+1'*,!+5#+!O#*!2#6&!7'43!81(&!

 

That’s a BIG claim: Save your life. But the fact of the matter is, it’s true. You saw all of 
the possible illness and disease that stress can create or worsen in your life. So now is 
the time to make up your mind to make YOU #1 on your priority list. Here are your 
solutions.  

VBQU;2:CJ8!;U2Q:C2.F.8."7!
Only once you are willing to accept that you are the only one who can change you. Only 
once your realize that YOU have the ability to, and are the only one who can change 
your situation or your attitude for the better, will you be able to move forward to deal 
with stress and make changes in your life. You are the only one who can do this for you. 

In some ways, once you realize this, it is very freeing. There’s no more blaming. There’s 
no more “unfair”; there just IS. And now it up to YOU to decide the course of your life to 
improve it for YOU. It’s time to put on your own oxygen mask first, and then help others 

WB!81,+&*!+'!@'4!F'0@!8#*?4#?&<!!
Q3&6&*+#+16&!F'0@!2O#*,!
By paying attention to the symptoms your body is exhibiting and being mindful, you can 
get to realize when something is bothering you. You may not even realize that you have 
habitual tension, which is a symptom of chronic stress. Doing a body scan is a very 
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effective way to get in touch with what is going on INSIDE your body, by focusing on the 
outside! 

For me, when I do a body scan and realize that I’m holding my shoulders up high, that 
shows tension that is bothering me. Another area that tells me I’m tense is when I 
realize that I’m squinting. The muscles around my eyes are holding tension. If you hold 
an expression on your face for long periods of time, you will get WRINKLES! No 
Kidding!  You may have another area where tension shows up. Check in with your body 
frequently through the day to observe whether your body is tense or relaxed. You can 
find where you hold “chronic tension”. If you are sitting watching TV, and you can bring 
your attention to your body, do a scan and notice that even while relaxing, you may be 
holding tension somewhere!  

The interesting thing is, when you start working to change that chronic tension, it may 
hurt that area in the beginning. Your body is so used to holding that posture or tension, 
that it will feel strange, and can even be painful. But believe me, it will not only be 
helpful for the tension, but for your thoughts and emotions. 

There’s a thing called a facial feedback loop. The research, done by Charles Darwin 
(yes, him!), says that the expression you hold on your face informs your thoughts, and 
emotions. And they are all linked together. So you can change any one of the rest by 
changing one. Confused?  

• Change your posture (body), it changes your thoughts and emotions.  
• Change your emotions, it changes your body and your thoughts.  
• Change your thoughts, it changes your emotions and body!  

This is TRUE! Try smiling while thinking about something sad. Your face WILL change 
to reflect the sad, or your thoughts will change to reflect your body. Your choice is 
where you put your focus. 

XB!F;UJ"KU!
!
Eastern cultures have long known of the power of the breath. Meditation is frequently 
based upon paying attention to your breath- not even controlling it, but just observing it. 
In the past century, Dr. Konstantin Buteyko from born in Russia (Ukraine), studied the 
breath and its effect on health.  

Research shows that changing your breathing patterns can change your physiology. 
Want to have an anxiety attack? (are you kidding, who would deliberately want to do 
that?!) Start breathing quickly in and out of your mouth! Seriously- think about anyone 
who is stressed out. They are taking shallow breaths, from their mouths! 
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Dr. Buteyko explains that you should breathe through your mouth as often as you eat 
through your nose. That’s memorable, don’t you think? (lol) 

But seriously, think about what is done for people having anxiety attacks. They are told 
to breathe into and out of a paper bag. That’s because they have exhaled too much 
CO2 too quickly!  

For stress relief: Take a slow breath, and increase the time it takes you to exhale to 
almost twice as long as your inhale. Listen to your breath now- it sounds like a sigh of 
relief, and it is! 

Whenever you are feeling tight, tense, stressed, a fast easy fix is to focus on your 
breath. Shift your attention TO your breath and away from the thing that is bothering 
you. This actually changes your physiology from the sympathetic nervous system 
(contracting of your heart, inhaling, like having your foot on the gas pedal) to the 
parasympathetic nervous system (release of muscle tension in your heart, exhaling, like 
coasting in your car, or putting on gentle brakes). This WORKS. It has worked for 
centuries. It will help you immediately.  

 

YB!D'O4,!'*!?3#+1+40&!
If you are stressed, jealous, angry and upset in any way, the fastest way to stop those 
negative feelings is to focus your mind on gratitude. HeartMath® stress reduction 
techniques, which are thoroughly researched has bountiful research that shows how 
this practice changes your heart rate variability. That is a marker of stress.  

Think of a time and place where you felt happy, at peace, joyful, calm, loving. Now put 
yourself there, as in a dream. Don’t “think” about it, experience it. Just like a nightmare 
can make your heart pound, a sad memory can bring tears to your eyes, recalling 
gratitude can change your physical body to a healthy, coherent state. Your hormone 
release and all biomarkers of health change with sincere practice. My suggestion is to 
do this practice EVERY night, and every morning when you awaken. Focus on the 
privilege and wonder you have in your life. The stress recedes as your life becomes a 
practice of gratitude.  
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-B!D'3?16&!'+5&3,!#*0!7:G;2U8D!
Listen to the way you speak to yourself. Oftentimes, the worst insults, limiting beliefs, 
and derisive comments are the ones you tell yourself. Most of those beliefs were set 
into your subconscious memory from when you were a small child. They become the 
stuff that limits your choices in life – if you have let it. 

The good news is, there are ways that you CAN change those beliefs. The first step is 
awareness, and then forgiveness. Listen to that inner voice that is always talking to you, 
and specifically listen to the words. Words are powerful, and actually are literal 
descriptions of what you believe. Would you keep a friend who talked “trash” about you? 
Then why do it to yourself? As soon as you become aware of terminology (I should, I’m 
not good enough, smart enough, attractive enough.. whatever!) tell yourself to STOP. 

Then restate what you were thinking about with positive terminology. By doing this, you 
start getting yourself out of a rut of negativity that is established in your brain. Don’t get 
angry with yourself when you find you have to continue to correct yourself. Be patient 
and loving, just as you WISH someone might have been with you, instead of blaming 
and criticizing you.    

Everyone has grown up under the influence of others. Your parents, or the people who 
raised you might have done a poor job, and they probably learned it from their 
caregivers. No matter how bad they were, people do the best they can in the moment; 
and holding a grudge hurts you more than it hurts the person who originally hurt you.  

There’s a saying that “anger is like taking poison and expecting someone else to get 
sick”. Forgiving someone does not mean that what they did was acceptable; it means 
that it’s done and over, and you do not want to live with the anger focused upon them 
anymore.  

You must also learn to forgive yourself. Life is about experiencing and learning. In fact, 
you learn more from “mistakes” than you do from doing something correctly and well 
from the first attempt. We ALL make mistakes. Truly forgive yourself and lighten the 
load of stress that has bee weighing on you.  
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BONUS – EFT (Emotional Freedom Technique)  
Training and Script 

When I tell people that there is actually a “do it yourself” technique that works quickly 
and effectively to expose the underlying cause of your reaction to stress, and get rid of 
the problem, they are skeptical. Many people are not even open to considering that 
there are ways to heal or make you feel better that don’t come in a pill! They won’t even 
try a different approach. It’s very unfortunate, and potentially deadly. The 
pharmaceutical corporations make billions of dollars despite the statistics that show the 
4th leading cause of death in this country is from prescription medication! Why would 
you want to make yourself so vulnerable without even trying another approach to 
healing? 

.!O'*,10&3!/@,&%(!+'!5#6&!$&&*!#!Z,H131+4#%!,O1&*+1(1O!,P&H+1O[!
I love learning about new extraordinary approaches to healing, but I also want to get a 
scientific explanation of how it might be working! That’s what I’m trying to teach you 
about in my writing and my programs7. 

.!01,O'6&3&0!UD"S!U/'+1'*#%!D3&&0'/!"&O5*1\4&!!#*0!5#6&!$&&*!#/#]&0!5'>!1+!>'3P,B!
It’s also called “tapping” because that’s what you do. 

There are specific meridians that run through your body. These are some of the same 
places that are used in acupuncture. With tapping, you forgo the needles and instead 
tap on specific points on your body while deliberately experiencing the “feelings” that 
are bothering you, or causing you pain. While tapping, you may find spontaneous 
thoughts arising that will lead you to understand the underlying causes of your problem. 
While tapping, and going through this process, you will find your pain and problem is 
lessening. For some people one session can make a profound difference; for others it 
may take a number of sessions (that can be over a period of hours), or days; in extreme 
situations it may take longer. But the bottom line is IT WORKS for most people. 

I recommend that you investigate for yourself. This DVD movie “The Tapping Solution” 
will take your through the experience of a group of people who were trained in how to 
use this remarkable tool. There are also fascinating interviews with experts who have 
been using EFT with their clients. I’ll bet that you will be moved to tears, as I was from 
watching the heartache and pain that these people went through. But it was also 
heartwarming to see their transformations. 
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.!O#*!+&%%!@'4!+5#+!+51,!5#,!>'3P&0!>&%%!('3!/&!>1+5!5&#%1*?!#!3&O4331*?!H3'$%&/!>1+5!JO51%%&,!
"&*0'*1+1,!+5#+!P&H+!/&!,10&%1*&0!('3!#!%'*?!+1/&B!
The first bout that I suffered had me going for physical therapy for months, wearing 
special orthotics (very expensive), doing stretches, and abstaining from tennis and even 
walking! I was miserable. It finally went away after 8 months. But I was so miserable 
that I worried every time I felt a twinge in my heel! When it started again 4 years later, I 
felt really depressed and concerned. Then I thought, I’m going to try tapping. 

^'*&!+5&!C&_+!A#@!
I went to group practice with an EFT practitioner, and after about 1.5 hours of going 
through a number of tapping sessions, the pain was so much better. I tapped along with 
the other group members who were working on other issues. But the best thing that 
happened was the next day, the tendonitis was GONE!! I’m not saying it was better, 
there was no evidence that I had any condition! I had been limping, taking anti-
inflammatory medication, not sleeping from the pain, resting and not exercising other 
than stretching. The day before I did EFT was one of my worst! The next day it was 
gone. 

2'S!+5&!\4&,+1'*!1,S!0'!@'4!>#*+!+'!01,/1,,!,'/&+51*?!$&O#4,&!1+!,'4*0,!>&130S!>''!>''S!'3!
%1P&!#!H%#O&$'!&((&O+M!
(By the way, EFT works on animals that have no idea of what is being done to them!). 
Or are you willing to find out more and TRY it on everything? What do you have to lose, 
except pain or some condition that has been bothering you? 

I work with people individually who are unsure about how to use EFT on their condition. 
Write to me if you want more information about scheduling a session. 

UD"!`U/'+1'*#%!D3&&0'/!"&O5*1\4&a!"#HH1*?!.*,+34O+1'*,!
 

EFT, Emotional Freedom Technique is an effective tool to breakthrough destructive 
habitual thoughts and emotions. The continued pattern of self-defeating thoughts and 
negative emotions create neural pathways in your brain, and throughout your body.  

Imagine riding a bike on a muddy path after a rain. The weight from the bike and 
continued travel on this path makes a rut, that gets deeper each time you go over it. 
That’s what habitual thoughts do in your brain. Theses thoughts and emotions become 
the path of least resistance; and it’s hard to strike out of that path to go in a different 
direction. But with practice, this can be achieved. Tapping with EFT, affirmative self-talk, 
NLP techniques, mindfulness, and the use of recordings (which I have available) can all 
help you rewire your brain. 
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The new thoughts must be acceptance and love of your self and your body. EFT is the 
way to start. Once learned, you can use EFT for “anything” that is related to your 
emotions, and even physical pain. Much of physical pain is exacerbated by fear. Refer 
to the chart to see where to tap. You can change the words to work on whatever issues 
are coming to the surface for you.  

 

UD"!.*,+34O+1'*,<!
Tap each spot, on either or both sides of the body with the tips of 2 or 3 fingers, 
approximately 7 times. Tap firmly, but not hard. These are meridians points, and may 
feel somewhat sensitive to the touch. If that happens, this may indicate a blocked 
meridian that you are clearing. If you miss a spot in order, you can go back out of order. 
EFT is gentle, and forgiving. Don’t stress about having the “right” words. The thing you 
want MOST is to EXPERIENCE the emotional feeling while tapping. Stay focused. 

After you do the “Set up statement” , you will write down the number that corresponds to 
the level of emotion you are feeling. This is called the SUD – Subjective Unit of Distress. 
1 – 10; with 1 the least, 10 the most. You will refer to it later to see your level of 
improvement. EFT can work well doing it by yourself; however, for some people, they 
require working with a professional or even a friend the first few times, until they are 
comfortable. For others, it can be like trying to tickle yourself. That being said, EFT 
works tremendously well for most people, even self-administered. 

Sore Spot – Left side of chest, near heart – rub, rather tap 

This is where you will start with the set-up statement which addresses ONE emotion at 
a time. This is the issue that you will start working on.  

If you wish, you can do this set up statement on the KC (Karate chop spot instead). 
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KC (1): 

EB(2): 

SE(3): 

UE(4): 

EN(5): 

CH(6): 

CB(7): 

UA(8): 

TH(9): 

 

Set up statement: (Repeat 3x, while tapping on the KC spot #1. 

Even though I feel stressed and anxious because this happened __________________, 
I CHOOSE to love and accept myself.  (Be as SPECIFIC as possible. You must deal 
with 1 issue at a time, and clear that 1 issue before you move onto the next one. If you 
are not specific, EFT won’t be as effective, and your symptoms will probably return) 

For instance, here is a script that describes the difference between a general statement 
that may not help, and a more specific description of your feelings that is getting closer 
to the core issue: 
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;&/&/$&3!7'4!A'*=+!K#6&!"'!A'!.+!J%'*&N!

You don’t have to manage the change by yourself. The ONLY thing you have to do 
alone is accept that only YOU have the ability to change your attitude and take action. 
Once you have truly decided that you WANT to change, there are so many roads to 
choose to help you achieve that destination. 

Your life can be one of Conscious Creation, or RE creation – where you imagine and 
design the life of your choice. You can do this. I can help you. You know it in your heart. 
Start now, don’t waste another minute. 

Subscribe to my RSS Feed to get the latest blogs. Every week there is new information 
posted on the blog that you won’t get on the newsletter. Be sure to write your 
comments, and questions. I will answer you! 

 

 

 

My programs for stress relief are designed to give you very fast results. I can work with 
privately, which is the fastest way for stress relief, because what we will do will 
specifically address your problem area and your goals. Most people will feel a 
significant improvement after 1 session. However, your level of change will be increased 
with sincere practice over a short period of time. As your coach, I’m there to make 
certain that you are achieving the set points you want to achieve. 

Workshops are also available, as are my ebooks and other products. Please contact me 
if you have any questions. 

http://www.heartfelt-stress-relief.com/questions-comments/ 

 


